The Importance of Connection

Being able to connect to others in sobriety is central to developing solid personal recovery. MAP Recovery Support provides a way for both the addict and their family to develop and maintain that connection.
MAP Recovery Support is here because tackling addiction requires more than just willpower; it’s a continuous process of support, maintenance, and structure.

MAP Recovery Support provides much-needed guidance and support to addicts and alcoholics during the first 12 months of their recovery. This additional support can make the difference between relapse and long-term recovery.

MAP Recovery Support also offers support and guidance for family members, helping guide you as your loved one begins to recover. You’ll work with your own personal MAP Recovery Advocate who has the insight, wisdom, and training to help you navigate the difficult stages of your loved one’s early recovery.

The beauty of MAP’s phone and web-based support is that we can be there for you and your loved one wherever life takes you - in a convenient, supportive way. As your loved one moves from treatment to sober living, from sober living back home, returning to school or work, MAP Recovery Support is there to help them recognize and avoid the pitfalls these transitions can present. By providing remote support, MAP offers uninterrupted connection and guidance, which is vital to early recovery.

Want More Information?
Phone: 855-MAP-1010  Email: info@ThisisMAP.com
Website: ThisisMAP.com/patients/map-recovery-support